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The Faculty Tenure and Promotion Committee considered a record 18 cases for 

tenure and/or promotion during this academic year. In October, applying faculty 

gathered for an informational meeting with the committee in Bond Hall auditorium 

and the process for the year was laid out. Questions and answers followed.  

 

In January and February 2012 the committee met to consider the applications. 

Individual ballots were written and submitted in March, and the tally of votes, with 

a brief report, was sent to the Provost by the Chair of the committee. Personnel 

decisions were announced at the end of the semester. 

 

The committee also instituted three major reforms to the process of tenure and 

promotion at The Citadel.  

 

First, the committee did away with requiring personal interviews for each 

candidate between the committee and the candidate and department head and/or 

school representative. These were adjudged to be time consuming and redundant, 

given the plethora of documentation made available by the candidates. Moreover, 

they opened the committee to possible perceptions of subjective bias and violated 

HR best practices. 

 

Second, the committee instituted a process of candidates submitting all possible 

documentation electronically through NetApp on the secure college intranet, thus 

doing away with the cumbersome and wasteful paper documentation that had in 

the past been the traditional means of submitting materials. As part of the 

institution of the new electronic system, another meeting was held in the spring of 

2013 with faculty applying in the next academic year and any untenured or 

unpromoted faculty considering application in the future in order to acquaint them 

with the process and allow them to begin setting up their e-portfolios in the 

summer, rather than the fall. ITS partnered with the FTPC in this endeavor. 

 

Third, under the aegis of subcommittee chair Suzanne Mabrouk, General Order 4 

was thoroughly revised to be more user-friendly and more streamlined, as well as 

to include checklists and graphical representations of the tenure and promotion 

process. The document had long been considered to be needlessly complicated and, 

in some cases, erroneous, although no substantive policy changes were made in the 



 

 

revision, only clarifications of existing policy. The new document, redesignated 

Memorandum 3-7, was approved by the college administration. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

James M. Hutchisson 

Chair 


